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ABSTRACT fracture mapping to better characterize the Ghost Dance Fault. 1 In
this paper, we present a numerical study to investigate tlm role of

Within Yucca Mountain, the potential High Level Nuclear-Waste the fault in affe,cting both the liquid and gas phase flows in the
Repository site, there are large scale fault zones, most notably the natural state at Yucca Mountain prior to waste emplacement, as
Ghost Dance Fault. The effect of such high.permeability, large- well as after waste emplacement when the fluid flow will be
scale discontinuities on the flow and transport is a question of strongly heat-driven.
concern in assessing the ability of the site to isolate radio-nuclides
from the biosphere, In tl'tis paper, we present a numerical study to MODELING APPROACH
investigate the role of the fault in affecting both the liquid and gas
phase flows in the natural state at Yucca Mountain prior to waste To study the effect of a fault on flow at Yucca Mountain, we,,
emplacement, as well as after the waste emplacement when the model a two dimensional east-west vertical section (Figure I).
fluid flow is strongly heat-driven. Our study shows that if the This model provides a schematic representation of hydrological
characteristiccurves of the Ghost Dance Fault obey the same rein- features such as the inter-layering of the nonwelded porous tuf_'
tionshJp between saturated permeability and capillary scaling pa- units Paintbrush ff'TN) and Calico Hills (CHN), and the welded
rameter, as is observt._l from the measured data of Yucca Moun- fractured-porous units Tlva Canyon (TCW), Topopah Spring
rain welded and nonwelded tuffs, Apache Leap tufts, and Las (TSW) and Prow Pass (PPW). lt also accounts for the tilting of
Cruces soil, then a large saturated permeability of the Ghost the layers, and the irregular surfJc,e topography. In designing the
Dance Faultwill play little role in channeling water into the fault, calculational grid for this model, fine gridding in columns 11
or in enhancing the flow of water down the fault. However, the through 15 over a width of 80 m is used to represent the Ghost
Faultmay greatly enhance the upward gas flow after emplacement Dance Fault. Through suitable choice of hydrologic parameters
of waste. This may have implications on the transportof gaseous such as permeability, porosity, relative permeability and capillary
radio-nuclides such as C14.The results of this study also focus at- suction characteristic curves for these columns, the Ghost Dance
tention on the need for field measurements of fluid flow in the Fault is schematically represented. The potential repository ex -
fault zones, tends over a lengthof 1590 m from columns 1 through 16 in the

tilted center section and is represented by the thinnest layer of
INTRODUCTION thickness 4.5 m, the height of a waste package within the Topopah

Spring Unit. Hydrological parameters for the different welded and
The potential High Level Nuclear-Waste Repository is sited nonwelded tuff units are available from laboratory measure-

in the partially saturated densely fractured welded tufts at Yucca ments, 2.3but we are unaware of any parameter nmasurements for
Mountain. In the event of a breach in the engineered barrier, the the faults. The lack of hydrological data for faults is one of the
abilityof the natural system to contain the waste would rely on the reasons that little ts known of their role in affecting flow at Yucca
fact that, at capillary equilibrium, the liquid mostly resides in the Mountain. To arrive at some estimates of the hydrological param-
tuff matrix which has extremely low permeability. The fractures, eters for the fault, we take our starting point from the work of
though having absolute permeability many orders higher than the Wang, 4 who made a study of the available data of the saturated
matrix, arepractically drained of water and therefore play little role and unsaturauxl flow parameters of Yucca Mountain and Apache
in the transportof any released radio-nuclides in the liquid phase. Leap tufts as well as the Las Cruces soil. The characteristic curves
In addition to small scale fractures in the welded tuff units, there have been represented with the van Genuchten model:
are also large scale fault zones within the Yucca Mountain area.

Most notably there is the Ghost Dance Fault, which is located [ .]-,_
within the potential repository site, and which can be traced at the S, - tl + (lahl)j (l)
surface and is believed to extend down from the surface past the
repository depth, perhaps ali the way to the water table. Since high where or, n, m are empirical parameters and Se is the effective
absolute permeability may be attributed to such zones of large liquid saturation
scale discontinuity, the effect of the fault on the flow and transport

is a question of great concern in assessing the ability of the site to (S - S,)
isolate radio-nuclides from the biosphere. At present the USGS is S, = (2)
conducting a field study of detailed geologic mapping and surface (S, - S,)
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Figure I - Computationalgrid for two.dimensionaleast-westvertical sectionrncx_l of Yucca Mountain.

with the subscriptssand r denotingsaturatedand residualvalues. Soil and Tuff Matrix
respectively. The parameter ct may Deconsidered as an empirical
scaling parameter related to the capillary radius rc by the capillary capillaryscaling factor, a ( m"_)
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wlaereo is surface tension, Ois contact angle, p is water density, -,_E 1o" _1_/6 _. t2andg is the gravitational acceleration. In most applications, the b lo"
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number of empirical parameters is reduced by setting Z _"c_p,, _.,,_o"_
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" ,o..,where the parameter (n-l) hasthe physical significance of a pore- _.
size distribution index. Figure 2 shows a log-log plot of the satu- _ IO"°, / _ _ tagona ..
ratedpermeability ks versusthe capillary radius rc for the thr= ' ,o" / + '_ _ _ °o7:.7,':'=:::'..
data sets of Yucca Mountain tuff, Apar.be Leap tuff, and Las _ _ " "" x ,,uft,.rs,
Cruces soil. Note that the points for data sets span several orders " lo4 • vu ,,,....o,.,.c,,.,.
of magnitude in both the saturated permeability and the capillary + + + _ _"
radius rc (or capillary scaling factor ct); yet among very different Io'* _ ,', "','-"-"
soil and rock media, there is a general trend that the mean value of Io"* I .............................................. • ....
saturated permeabilities is approximately proportional to the o.ool o.ol o.1 ! lo loo Iooo
square of capillary radii. The straight line in Figure 2 is the classi- capillary radius,rc ( 10"e m )
cai Poiseuille equation for the permeability of a tube with radius
rc. Most of the data falls below the straight line, the vertical dis-
placement of the data from the straight line may be interpreted as Figure 2 - Correlation between saturated permeability and capil -
the effect of pore constrictivity and tomu-,sity relative to straight lary radius.
capillary tubes. A log-log plot'* of the saturated permeability ks
versus the pore size distribution index (n- 1) revealed no correla- spersed among more finely broken-up material. Figure 3b shows
tion between the mean values of tlxse two parameters, the entire fault to consist of the finely broken-up material. Hence

Figure 3a offers a double-pom_gity description of the fault while
Based on the above observations of the correlation between Figure 3b represents the fault as a single porous medium. We

the hydrological parameters of the soil androck data, we construct further assume that it is the finely broken-up material in Figure 3
the following conceptual model for the hydrological properties of which contribute to the enlaanced saturated permeability In the
the Ghost Dance Fault in this study. We hypothesize that the fault faults. In the following, we shall label the large pieces of rubble in
is a 'broken-up' version of the original formation, hence giving Figure 3a as 'unaltered', with reference to tlm hydrological prop-
rise to saturated permeability which is considerably larger than erties of the original formation adjacent to the fauiL and the finely
that of the 'unbroken' formation. Two alternative conceptual rep- broken-up part oi'the fault as 'altered'. If now a saturated lxn'me-
resentations of the faults are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows ability is assumed for the 'altered' medium in the fault, the corre-
the fault as composed of large pieces of original formation inter- iatiom displayed in Figure 2 afford the r_5onale to derive the cap-



ks=reZ/8,neglecting the torruosity correction, and in turn, the van 1 ----, Topopah Spring
Genuchten parameter ct is obtained by means of Eq (3). There- _ _, .......... Paintbrush Tuff I I

° I !Dance Fault are assumed, except lot the parameter rx, to retain 1

which are those oftlx ta_ginal formation adjacent to the fault. The

'altered' medium, which is assumed to be 4.4 x 10 "11 m 2. The --- 1 t

choice of 4.4 x 113"il m2 is based on the information on fractures _ tt

in the tuff units at Yucca Mountain. Klavetter and Peters 2 tabulate "_ 08the fracture permeabilities of different units to range from 1.4 x u_ 1

10-12mZto 6.1 x 10 -11 m 2.They also have a theoretical model _ I

for the fracturecharacteristics curve with an a value of 1.2851 m" 0s

I

1,which convert to ks= 4.4 x 10"11m 2by means of ks=rc2/8. The _" 1
saturated permeabilities for the nonweided and welded matrix of O
the formation adjacent to the fault used in this study 5 are 1.9 x 10-

18m2 for TSW and the TCW welded units, 1.8 x 10-t4 m 2 for 04
CHN and PTN nonwelded units, and 4.5 x l0 -16 m 2 for PPW 1

welded unit. The van Oenuchten parameters used in this modeling [FAULT[ _1study (samples TSW G4--6, PTN GU4-2, CHNV GU3-15) are 03derived from laboratory measurements 2.3 and have been applied 1 I I I I I
to study the ambient gas movement and moisture migration, 5 as 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
well as the performance assessment of a potential lxigh-level nu- Liquid Saturation S_
clear waste repository at Yucca Mountain. 6 We assume that the
welded units of Tiva Canyon and Prow Pass have the same van Figure 4 - The capillary suction characteristic curves for the.strali-
Genuchten parameters as the Topopah Spring unit. Figure 4 graphic units, including those of the 'altered' material in the fault
shows the measured capillary suction curves for the different lay- zorn.
ers, and the derived curves of their respective 'altered' fault mate-
rial in these layers, based on scaling ot according to the saturated o

10-
permeability value of 4.4 x 10"1_ m2. Figure 5 shows the relative
permeability krlcharacteristic curves for the different layers,
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Figure 5 - The relative permeability characteristic curvesfor the

Unaltered, [__ Altered str_graphicunits.
original fault
formation material Since the relative permeability does not depend on a tn the

van Genuchten model, there is only one characteristic curve for
each formation, irrespective of the 'altered' or the 'unaltered'

Figure 3 - Alternative conceptualization of the fault (a) double- material. For the double-porosity representation of the fault in
porosity effective continuum, Co)single porosity medium. Figure 3a, the characteristic curves of the fault are implemented in



the effective continuum approximation 5.7where the 'altered' and
'unaltered' media are assumed to be in local capiUary equilibrium. 0 -- O UNALTERED
and the liquid saturation of the composite medium is expressed in $ ALTERED
terms of the fraction of void space (_u. _a) respectively of the • lt X DOUBLE
'unaltered' and 'altered' media, in terms of the total volume, and -100 -- • II
their respective liquid saturations (Su, S a).

• lID

S = S_$. + So$o (6) -200 - • m$.+$,
E •

Weber and Bakker s have shown that typical values for --.
fracture porosities in a large variety of rock types range from .001 .t:: -300 - •

to .02. We have chosen the upper limit .02 for the void fraction of
the 'altered' material in the double porosity representation of the _ •
fault.The permeabilities of the composite medium at the effective _ I
continuum liquid saturation S are then -400 - •

ks(s)'=k',_,_.(s,) + k-,k,_,(s,) (7) • xe. . , •
• -500-

where k',,and k'o stand for the saturated permeabiliOes, k_.u and •

kr_,athe relative permeabilities, respectively of the 'unaltered' and

'altered' media; and 13denotes either the gas or _ liquid phase. -600 - i" I ' I ' 'i '

Simulations are performed for both the double-porosity 0 40 80 160X10 "9
(Figure 3a) and single porous medium (Figure 3b) representation
of the fault. To study the effect of the Ghost Dance Fault on the Downward Liquid Flux (Kg/s)
fluid flow at Yucca Mountain, simulation is first performed for
the reference case where columns 11 through 15 in Figure 1 Figure 6 - The liquid flow profiles in the fault zone for fault
0ocation of the Ghost Dance Fault if it were present) are given properties (a) as unaltered from adjacent formation, (b) in the
identical hydrological parameters ('unaltered' material) as their double-porosity representation and (c) single porosity 'altered'
neighboring columns within each respective layer. For ali simula- medium.
tions we apply at the land surface and the water table realistic
boundary conditions of ambient pressures for both aqueous and in Figure 3a, and (3) the single porosity representation of Figure
gas plmses, and natural geothermal gradients 5.6.After the equilib- 3b where the entire fault zone ts given the 'altered' hydrological
rium natural state.is obtained, we also simulate the system re- properties. We note that the results for the double-porosity repre.
sponse to emplacement of high-level nuclear waste packages sentation of the fault are quite similar to that of the reference case
which are assumed to have the power decay output of a 10 year where the fault is absent. These values of the vertical fluxes
old waste, emplaced at an initial heat load of 57 kW per acre. change at the interface between the different welded and non-
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory's general purpose multiphase fluid welded layers: i.e., at 150 meun between the Paintbrush Canyon
and heat flow simulator TOUGH29 was used in this work. and the Topopah Spring, and at 475 meter between the Topopah
TOUGH2 accounts for the multiphase fluid and Mat flow pro- Spring and the Calico Hills. The average value of the downward
cesses including heat transfer by conduction and advection, phase flux corresponds to about .04 mm/yr of water. For the single-
change processes such as boiling and condensation, flow of liquid porosity model _3,fthe fault, The values of the liquid flux is re-
water and gas phase under gravity, capillary, and pressure forces, duced by a factor of S0 in the Topopah Spring unit. This is under-
inter-diffusion of vapor and air, and vapor pressure lowering ef- stood as follows. 'The average ambient liquid saturation in the fault
fects, zone is on the order of 0.65 for the reference case. From Figure 4

it is seen that for the same capillary suction for which the liquid
.lESULTS saturation Suof the 'unaltered' formation is 0.65, the correspond-

ing liquid saturation Sa for the 'altered' medium of the fault is
In the equilibrium natural state prior to waste emplacement, much lower. And from Figure 5 we note the steep decrease of the

Thegas flow field displays a subtle pattern of regional natural con- liquid relative permeability values as the liquid saturation de -
vection as a result of the geothermal gradient, th" complex surface creases. As a restdt, though the fault zone is assigned a saturated
topography, and the tilting of the layers. The presence of the fault permeability man), orders of magnitude larger than that of its nal-
(with either representation in Figure 3) gives the result that an ex- jacent formation, the opposing effect of the decreased relative
Ira local convection cell appeazs within the faultzone. For the liq- permeability due to the lower liquid saturation s, prevails and the
ujd flow field there is a general downward flow of water as a re- actual liquid permeability in the fault n'xns out to be lower than
stilt of condensation of vapor counter to the upward flow of vapor that of the reference case. This gives rise to the smaller liquid flux
driven by diffusion and buoyancy forces from the natural in the fault when it is given the 'altered' hydrological properties,
geothermal gradient. Figure 6 shows the profile with depth of the as shown in Figure 6. In addition to the equal or smaller magni.
vertical (downward) component of liquid flow in the 80 m fault rude of liquid flux down the fault as compared to the reference
zone for the three cases: (!) the reference case where the fault is case, the simulated results of liquid flow vector field for both con-
given identical properties as its adjacent formation, the 'unaltered' ceptual models el' the fault zone are very similar to the reference
case, (2) the double.porosity representation of the fault zones as case, and show no channeling of water into the fault. As for the
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Figure 7 - Saturation distribution of the natural state for the double.porosity representation of the fault

liquid saturation, the single-porosity model give rise to a much tion results for the single-porosity representation of the fault give
lower liquid saturation within the fault than its adjacent formation, very similar pattern as well as magnitude of the gas flow as in
In the double-porosity effective continuum conceptual representa- case (b).
tion of the fault, where the downward liquid flux is similar to the
reference case, the fault is slightly drier than its adjacent formation, CONCLUSIONS
as shown in the liquid saturation distribution plot in Figure 7. The
liquid saturation in the tuff formation apart from the fault are Our study hypothesizes that the characteristic curves of the
similar in both the reference case and the two simulations with Ghost Dance Fault obey the same relallonship between the satu-
fault proper'des, rated permeability and the capillary s_,:alingparameter, as is ob-

served for the data sets of Yucca Mountain tufts, Apache Lea_

Our simulated results therefore ¢_w thai for both the single- tufts, and Las Cruces soil. Assuming the alternative models oi

porosity and double-porosity conceptualization of the fault zones, single-porosity medium and a double-porosity medium where an
the fault plays lirde role in channeling water into itself, or in en- effective continuum approximation is applicable, we find that a
hancing the flow of water down the fault, despite the very large large saturated permeability assigned to tile Ghost Dance Fault
saturated permeability assigned to it. On the other hand, by the will play little role in channeling water into the fault, or in enhanc-
very fact that the relative liquid permeability is low in the fault ing the flow of water down the fault. In fact, in the single.porosity
zones, it is to be expected that the gas phase permeability will be representation of the fault the liquid flow in the fault zone is
greatly enhanced by virtue of its saturated permeability being smaller than in the reference case where no fault hydrological
several orders larger than its adjacent formation. Indeed, since the properties are assumed. On the other hand, the large saturated
fault provides the least resistive path for the gas phase flow, we permeability in the fault zone can greatly enhance gas flow after
note that the subtle gas flow pattern due to convection in the natu- emplacement of waste. This may have implication on the transport
rat state is altered and a local convection cell forms in the fault of gaseous radio-nuclides such as Ct4.
zone. This is more clearly seen after the emplacement of waste
when the flow becomes strongly heat-driven. In Figure 7 we The simulation results show the behavior of fluid flow to be
show the gas phase flow field at 100 year after waste emplace- similar for the two altern_ve conceptual models (Figure 3) of the
ment, for both the reference case (Figure 8a) where fault hydro- fault zone. How the fault affect the liquid and gas flow in the
logical properties are absent, and the case where the fault is repre- vicinity of the repository is critically controlled by the characierls-
sented by the double-porosity effective continuum (Figure 8b). tic curves assumed for the fault zone. In out study we made an at-
The location of the fault is defined by the most closely spaced tempt to base out choice of the fault characteristic parameters on
vectors from the more refined gridding, and the repository ex- some scaling relationship between the saturated permeability and
tends slightly beyond the fault. Note the local convection cell of the capillary radius, as empirically observed for tuff. This kind of
upward gas flow on the west and the downward flow in the east scaling produced a 'weaker' capillary suction for the material with
within the faultzone in case Ca).Note also that the convection cell the larger saturated permeability, as shown in Figure 4. And it is
around right hand edge of the repository driven by the heat from this kind of correlation between hydrological parameters which
the emplaced waste is more well formed in case CO)than in case gives rise to out simulation results that the fault plays little role in
(a), due to the larger gas permeability in the fault zone in case (b). affecting the liquid flow, but a more important role in enhancing
lt is clear from the figures that the gas flow field away from the the gas flow. However. if the hydrological parameters were such
fault are vet), similar in (a) and Co).The lengths of the vectors that a larger saturated permeability is coupled to a stronger eapil-
shown are proportional to the logarithm of the magnitude of the laD, suction, contrary to the trend shown by the data in Figure 2,
gas flux, andthe largest vector in Co)is 5.26 x 10.7 kg/s-m 2 , two then one may expect the fault to play a more important role in

" orders of magnitude larger than the largest vector in (a). Simula- providing a fast channel for the liquid flow. The magnitude of the



Figure 8 - The gas flow pattern at I00 year after waste emplacement for (a) reference case with no fault,
Co)double-porosity representation of the fault.
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